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Avery K

on
06/08/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome gun, shoots absolutely everything I load in it. Over 4000 rounds and still great. 











Steve H

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It's just AWESOME! enough said. 











Theophilus B

on
11/07/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is a pleasure to shoot and has very good balance and very little recoil. Hundreds of rounds fired, ball and HP, not a single malfunction. You may not need this gun but trust me you want this gun!
 











Anthony M

on
06/10/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love my P226 tacops, it easy to hold, it's not to big for my CCW & it fires with accuracy 











Kevin M

on
06/08/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Really nice pistol. I've shot several competitions with it and it shoots well, stays on target. Never had a malfunction with over 1k assorted rounds. Would recommend. 











Eduardo F C

on
04/22/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Faster trigger return and 4 mags!!! A++++ 











Marcus M

on
03/21/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










SIG Sauer Tacops. What else needs to be said. This gun is a legend. I had no reservations about never shooting this particular version of the p226. Upon recieving it from my FFL dealer, it immediately went out to my vehicle and started the handling and adoration fest.
This gun feels like an extension of my hand and arm. It is so natural. I love Sigs, but this is my lifelong gun. It cycles any ammo, easy to field strip and clean, holds 80 rounds of ammo in The 4 supplied magazines. My only complaint is the case. Such a flimsy Sig supplied case for such a classic firearm. Buds is great and i love the wishlist and great selection of guns and accessories offered. I Plan on doing many more purchases with Buds...
 











Alex F

on
11/01/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service and excellent firearm. The SRT trigger is exceptional and this gun comes with 4 20 round magazines, fiber optic sights...fantastic firearm and extremely accurate! Probably the most accurate handgun I own. 











Christian B

on
03/16/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










As far as Buds service and the FFL process that was great as this was my first online firearm purchase. The gun however had some irregular splotchy wear on the barrel, I contacted Sig and just sent them back the gun today, they will either re-finish the barrel or send me a new barrel. 











David M

on
03/07/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun. I put 1,150 rounds through it since I got it two weeks ago and every single one was pure joy. No malfunctions in any way. I've run Winchester white box, Tula steel case, some Winchester branded steel case (which was so crappy that I'm surprised they'd put their name on it), and some aluminum case stuff that I think was Federal branded. Basically all of crappiest ammo I could get and the Sig P226 Tacops still ran perfectly with the four 20 rd factory mags and five 18 rd Mec-Gar mags. As everyone already knows the Sig P226 is a little heavy by today's standards, but since you'd have to be insane to buy one for concealed carry the weight is more of a benefit than a drawback. The little bit of extra weight over a Glock gives you a a stable, recoil mitigating, accurate platform. Really well made gun. The single action is a dream and the double action is better than most out of the box striker triggers I've used. Once you spend $100 on a trigger job for a striker gun you'll probably like that better than the double action pull, but out of the box vs out of the box I like the Sig DA trigger pull better. Love the TFO front sight and the Siglite rear sight is also to my liking. Overall sight picture is great, bright green front sight pulls your eye in during the day and all three dots are bright in the dark. All of the controls work great and are right where they should be on the gun. Best handgun I've ever owned or shot hands down. 











Oscar S

on
12/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds has become my number one trusted shopping website by choice. What I like the most is that they are very quick on deliveries once your purchase is done you'll receive your order pronto. product wise they have meet my expectations so far. I will recommend buds. 











Ryan N

on
12/04/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










SRT is amazing, will probably invest in the .45 also. Love this gun! 











Rod N

on
07/19/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Sig quality is unparalleled for this time period. Great battle sidearm Buds was outstanding, as usual 











Thomas M

on
06/30/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my duty pistol. It is awesome. Thanks Bud's 











Andrew W

on
01/01/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great gun. I bought two and left one of them NIB. Changed the sights bc the front sight is long and the sight radius is reduced with the fiber optic/tritium combo. Changed the grip too to some g10s bc the "bump" of the stock grip is a little much compared to what I'm used to. Changed the slide release to a p224 (legion design) so I'm not riding the slide release with a thumbs-forward grip. Don't get me wrong, both the sights and grip texture of the original is stellar, but I wanted something slightly different. The short reset trigger is quick, very quick. Super nice. In my humble opinion, this is a firearm for folks who have some handgun shooting experience. I think folks with more experience might appreciate the workmanship and attention to detail more. Although it's fine for new shooters, they may not understand where that extra money went. Buds was great as always. 











Jacob D

on
09/07/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol! I love the 226 and this is my third different variant. Mine came in a Sig Sauer hard case with 4 20 round mags. Great shooter. 600 rounds down range in the first two weeks and not a single issue. 











Thomas W

on
06/26/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Is it worth the money? EVERY PENNY! Couldn't be more satisfied with it. The short reset trigger is awesome. The P226 is ridiculously accurate, shoots everything without fail. The night sights work great in all light conditions. So, yeah it's expensive but comes with 4 clips, night sights, short reset trigger, doesn't need anything. Awesome right out of the box... but mine came in a plastic carry case. 











William D

on
04/29/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Was excited to add to my small Sig collection. Especially because this is my first TacOps version. I have had a P239 for about 13 years now and have never had any issues with it. The P226 TacOps 9mm didn't disappoint. It has the same fit and finish as every Sig I've ever held. The only thing I could remotely complain about is the night sights aren't as bright as the TruGlo Tritium Sights TG231S1 that I recently put on my P239. I will likely find an adjustable rear for the p226 anyway. If you think you want this gun, get it. You won't regret it. Oh, one more thing... mine did come in a plastic case. 











Gary A

on
03/31/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great quality gun. Everything went smooth with Buds. I will be using them again. 











Rhett V

on
03/18/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked up my sig p226 tacops today. What an AWESOME Gun !!!! Absolutely love it I was scared that I might not like it, For I'm a 1911 fanatic. it's a fun and precise shooting gun. It arrived in a case with 4- 20 round mags. As always, buds was awesome to deal with. Thanks buds can't wait to get another gun. 











Dennis O

on
03/08/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Own several 9mm handguns and this Sig is without a doubt like comparing a Rolls Royce to a Hugo. If you want the best this gun is a must. 











Brent D

on
01/31/2015




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










I purchased the sig tacops several years ago and Buds was great to deal with ,the gun I love it, but after a couple thousand round through it I noticed gouge marks on the slide rail that was then starting to to wear into the frame rail it appeared to be caused from the trigger bar making contact with the slide. Called Sig ,sent pics , the Sig Tech said it needed to be looked at and after sig charging me $55.00 in shipping just got word that my gun was being shipped back,called the tech to see what was done they said this is normal wear and they did nothing to the gun. Maybe I just got a bad apple but none the less sig will not stand behind their gun because if this is normal wear this gun will not last very long before the rail become completely gouged up.that being said if I new for sure that this was just a defective gun and I could get another one that didn't have this issue I liked the gun and would buy another one but ,you are on your own if if you purchase a sig it is sold as is I wouldn't count on having any warranty or this is a major design flaw as others in gun forums have had same gouge marks in the slide and sig told them the same thing. 











Dennis B

on
09/12/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I picked my new E26R-9-TACOPS P226 today after having it on layaway for about 3 months. When I placed it on layaway, the product description clearly stated that 44 20 - round magazines were included. I was disconcerted to see that the current description contains no such reference and tried to verify with Bud's that the mags were still part of the deal. After 2 emails went unanswered for 2 days, I called on the Team Bud's number and still could not get a definitive answer. So it was with some trepidation that I headed off to my local FFL to pick it up. In the end, there were indeed 4 mags, but I'm a little disappointed that no one could give me a definitive answer. Now, to the pistol itself. Although my count of Sig pistols is a bit over a dozen, this was my first P226. I disassembled it and was pleased to see nothing but the highest level of workmanship. No machine or tool marks at all. (It rivals my P210.) Everything checked out perfectly. Although I haven't yet had a chance to send any lead downrange, I have no doubts this P226 will be a real tackdriver. All in all I'm glad I bought it. The only fly in the ointment was the aforementioned flub by Bud's. In fairness to them, though, I've made many purchases from Bud's and this was the first time I encountered a problem of any sort. 











Jeff J

on
01/02/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The gun and service just rock could not have been more pleased 











Sal J

on
05/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










i ordered this gun on monday and it came in wed. thats fast service. i love this gun very accurate, nicely balance built for war. only bad thing is my wife wants it for herself. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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